Dear Friend,
Greeting to you in the most precious name of Our Lord Jesus Christ! Thank you
very much for your continue prayer
and concern about me during my time
in USA and Nepal. Now I am back to
work after three months long duration
in USA. My Time in USA gave me rest
and closer fellowship with God so I
could come with spiritual strength.
Sorry for not keeping touch with you
for couple of months. Since I return
back from USA I went to the Asian
seminary class for a week in
Baptism photos

Worship at village Church before baptism program

Kathmandu then I had to have rest after having bad flue; then went to the village to visit
Church and Marion primary school’s project. During our time there we have been
involving teaching to new believers. Praise the Lord! This time we have baptized 6
people.
Grace Children home
Thanks God for being faithful to us. Two boys ( Nabin Khadka and Ratan
Tamang) had finished their school; result is yet to come. If they pass the exam Nabin
wants to study science and Ratan wants to study mechanic. Please pray for them so
they can pass the exam and also pray for their future after Grace home. We are thinking
to provide them scholarship for their further study. We are replacing them four orphans.
We don’t know so far for who will be the lucky one to come in Grace home!
Right now, everyone is on vacation for new academic year. Everyone from the
children home passes their class and upgraded in another classes. Now we have to
admit them to another new class and should pay academic and yearly fees including
books plus uniforms for each one. It is being hard to engage them when they are off
from the school. However, their school is going to restart from Next week.
The orphanage building is still under construction after last year flooding; it is going to
finish soon, and looking much better and stronger building with wonderful surrounding

garage! Cost is going to high when we complete the jobs.
Marion Primary School

The land for play Ground is being bought

Firstly, we are very much grateful to our Lord Jesus Christ to whom He has been using
us in His ministry for His glory sake. Secondly, we are very much grateful and in-debt of
you for your constant prayer and financial support.
It is good news Our friend Dr. John L. Bell from Iona community, Scotland; who had
won the award for speaking on peace and justice in USA and he kindly donated 4000
USD for the Marion School in Nepal. We thank him for his grant which has been used to
re-build the Marion primary school. Everybody at the village is very happy and grateful
to receive for that much grant. They all involved to re-build the school and got paid.
They joined with me to say “thanks” to him. This time we only enabled to build three
class rooms and will continue to build another block with two rooms and toilets. This
three class rooms has been built by local people using their own local ideas and skills.
Furthermore, we have been enabled to buy play ground which is big enough for the
children. There are lots work need to be done like cleaning play ground and making it
plain which is rocky now. Also need to buy new tin roof and fix windows and doors
before the monsoon starts. The summer is very close and people must have to work for
their farm. If they not complete this time they will work again after September.

We had wonderful Easter celebration. On the Easter day as usual we march the street
and gathered in a public stadium. We are getting this opportunity to do so we don’t
know whether we will get such time in the future or not. We do not have any constitution
right now but hope we get but will not be in our favor. We believe that no one stop us
witnessing to our Lord Jesus Christ.
You have inspired my life and encouraged to be involved in His ministry in Nepal. I
always appreciate to your prayer and sponsorship for the ministry here in Nepal which
has always being back bone to support our orphans in Kathmadu and pastors at the
villages and in the city.
Political situation
Political situation is as same as before. Now we have fresh mandate government which
is form 2 months ago again after the election to write the constitution of Nepal as earlier
one had failed. It seemed now the political parties’ view on Christianity sound has
changed and looking at us negatively. Now some of the political parties want to redeclare the Hindu state. There is Strong influence of Indian political leaders in Nepal.
Mr. Modi;who is standing on the Prime Minister Candidate of Indian. There is a strong
possibility that he may elect as prime minister of India in the political history of India;
who is always strong Hindu fundamentalist as well. Now government of Nepal is
looking closely in the activities of Church. We know if government able to write the
constitution of Nepal it will not write in the favor of Christian Churches. However, please
pray for us and for the Nepali Churches and for their rights.

Lastly, My own Children, Mahim is now 13 years old and studying in class 7. Similarly,
Sumina is 10 and pravab is 8years; both of them studying grade 5 and 2. Sharda is
always dear to me and children; she is caring for the family and me. I am like a bird; that
does not have certain time, place and job! I often fly to the villages to care the Churches
plus social works. I also think for myself as an ambulance for the sick and need to get
ready in any time to go!
Again thank you very much for your love and continue prayer.
Your Brother in His service,
P. Chitra Karki

